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My name is Zsolt Krasznai , I’m a student from University of  Óbuda Kando 

Kalman Faculty of Electrical Engineering and I studied the 13/14 Winter 

semester in Hochschule Furtwangen University in Furtwangen . 

I suppose this town is the best place for study futhermore the HFU lies in the 

most beautiful location in Baden – Württemberg. When I arrived here I realized 

suddenly this place is different about my hometown this is the black forest here 

is possible everytime to go hiking but maybe in winter it’s a little bit harder 

because there are 2 m high snow. I got a lot of chance to discover this landscape 

for example : Freiburg , Konstanz, Heidelberg, Donauquelle ,Triberg etc. And 

this excursions would not have been possible without the International Center 

where the all colleague organize a lot and help us every time.  

This university can offer for the students many possibilities for study. The labs 

are very modern and the professors teach very good things about knowledges 

and sciences and help for the students unlimited time. I was a student in the CEE 

faculty (Faculty of Computer & Electrical Engineering) . I took up there 26 

ETCS and it included four subjects and two projects. I had there two DaF 

(Deutsch als Fremdsprache) in B1 and B2 level and I had two English courses 

what they were  Technology and  Business English in B2 level. Beside this my 

two projects were very interesting . I had a project about Robotics in team and 

we had to be programming one industrial robot with a complex tasks 

furthermore we studied about robotic theories also . The other project was about 

lighting technology because I wrote there my thesis and my supervisor gave me 

a project about this topic to develope my knowledges . My topic was a indoor 

lighting planning . I had to choose one room in a optional building and I had to 

plan a complex indoor lighting with use the new DIN EN 12464-1 standard. I 

had used the DiaLux platform to made this project and this program included a 

lot of catalogs about brands therefore it was very useful .   

 If you would like to take up subjects in other faculty it is possible because the 

professors are very flexible and they help to find a solution always. As long as 

you want to improve your language skill definitely it is the best place because 

you can study there parallel the English and Germany also. It was the reason 

why I chose that town .  In our profession this two languages necessary to know. 



 

 

The University organize International festival every year where all countries can 

show the national foods and drinks and it is a good event to get more 

international experiences. We got a 3th position in the competition furthermore 

that day was the 30th Anniversary between  the University Óbuda and the 

Hochshule Furtwangen University . Moreover I had to make presentation and a 

announcement for this Anniversary . 

 

 

The library  is very developed in the college you can find there more thousand 

books and industrial newspapers . Unless you find some books what you need , 

you can find certainly in the online database such as the DIN or ISO standards.   

My accommodation was in the ASK dormitory where you can meet with 

International or Germany students everyday and you are able to practice a 

language and make friendship .  


